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International GCSE Gujarati 4GU0
The paper was considered suitable and an appropriate test for the whole range of
abilities as outlined in the Sepcification. The overall performance of candidates
was of a very good standard. It demonstrated secure knowledge of language
and enjoyment of the subject. Most of the candidates demonstrated their
knowledge and understanding of grammatical rules with accuracy and adopted
an appropriate formal style of Gujarati language. It also included accuracy in
spellings and style with a good range of structures presented.
The majority of candidates managed to demonstrate their translation skills for
both English to Gujarati and Gujarati to English.
They showed their flexibility in communication in writing essays and letters in
Gujarati. They were successful in manipulating the language accurately to
organise facts and ideas, presenting explanations, opinions and information in
writing.
Higher ability candidates demonstrated extensive vocabulary, idioms and
structure, a secure grasp of tense concept/ time reference, use of more complex
structures and a clear ability to manipulate language to suit the task.
The middle ability candidates acquitted themselves well and were accurate, but
the range they used was fairly limited. Therefore they lost the opportunity to
demonstrate a wider range of the language, which could improve their overall
quality mark. They misunderstood some points and had some major omissions
with a degree of irrelevance and repetition. There was some evidence of correct
time sequences but mostly candidates were inconsistent and insecure. Quality of
Language was fairly accurate and simple but there was inconsistency in
application of grammar, syntax and morphology when attempting more complex
language.
Some candidates with weak ability were not successful in understanding
straightforward sections. Their style was incomprehensible. Many basic errors
were noticed in all aspects of grammar.

Q. 1.

Sentences testing grammatical knowledge:

The majority of candidates performed very well. Q. 1 (d) many candidates could
not translate the word “media” and transcribed the English vocabulary. Some
managed to write the different sources of media such as Newspaper, Radio etc.
which was accepted. There was some evidence of the use of correct grammar
for translation.
Q. 2.

Translation into Gujarati:

Transmission:
Some candidates showed their skill with clear grasp of detail and excellent
transfer of inference, nuance and idiom.
Majority of the candidates enjoyed translating in Gujarati and showed their
transmission skill by providing competently rendering of original text with grasp
of most detail, nuance and idiom.
However some candidates failed to transmit successfully as some very
straightforward sections were totally misunderstood.
Quality of language:
Some of the candidates showed a high level of accuracy overall with occasional
basic errors, usually in more complex language. They used a wide range of lexis
and structure appropriate to task, and the grasp of tone concept/ time sequence
was generally secured. On the other hand some candidates showed inaccuracies
in basic grammar. Usually short and straightforward are in general correct; lexis
and structure appropriate to the task tend to be adequate with several items
unknown. Some of the candidates totally misunderstood large sections. There
was no awareness of tense concept/ time sequence and could notice basic error
in all aspects of grammar.
There were very interesting Gujarati vocabularies used by candidates such as for
the ‘Royal pride’ Gujarati vocabulary used were – ‘રાજવંશી, દરબાર , રા ઈ, વગેર.’ For
the ‘life span’ – ‘આ ,ુ

વનગાળ, વગેર.’ Couple of candidates managed to give the

correct Gujarati word for the ‘mane of lion’ which is “કશવાળ ” but most of the

candidates explained as the hair on lion’s neck in Gujarati.

Some candidates misinterpreted the word population as popular.
Q. 3.

Translation into English:

Most of the candidates performed very well. There was some misinterpreting for
some words such as ‘કળાના ૂ ર ’ means worshiper of arts was translated as

saints, priest, disciple etc.

In whole Question 3 was performed better than Question 2, although there were
similar errors for Transmission and Quality of language as in Q.2.

Q. 4

Essay writing or Letter writing in Gujarati

In this question there are four options for the candidates to choose from. From
the responses it was clear to see that candidates chose the ones they found
interesting and felt confident in.
The four options were:
(a) Do you think sports are necessary and should be included in the
curriculum? Give your views and reasons.
Most of the candidates who attempted this question understood the task and
managed to demonstrate their knowledge. The most able candidates performed
very well. They expressed their ideas as they were really concerned about the
good health which could be possible by exercising or playing different sports.
The candidates expressed their views and opinions on how much the sports is
important and beneficial for students physically and mentally while studying the
other subjects.
(b) Write about your best friend, and why he/she is the best and how you
will keep this friendship in future.
This was second most popular question in this section. Candidates really showed
their feelings for their best friends. They enjoyed describing the incidents where
their best friend was with them in their happy or sad time. They expressed
different ways to keep the friendship going forever no matter where they would
be in future.
(c) Do you think Global Warming affects world and in your opinion how will
the world look like in twenty years time?
Canidates expressed their ideas and there was strong evidence that they really
cared for the environment and were concerned about their future. The
candidates expressed their views and opinions about how dangerous the effect of
Global Warming could be on the world. Their worry about the state of the earth
after twenty years can be felt in their views. They really want do something to
save the world and this was communicated very well in their reposnses.
(d) Write a letter to your uncle in London about your career and future
plans.
This was the most popular of all the four options. As this was the subject about
their career and future plans the candidates showed their ambitions. They really
want to have a successful career and are willing to work very hard for it. Many
of them wanted become doctors, lawyers, engineers, etc. On the other hand
some of them wanted to have their own business. No matter what they wanted
to be the communication was very effective; vocanulary used was appropriate in
the majority of cases and the more able candidates did not have any problems in
expressing their wish using the recommended word count.
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